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publisher: east west website: www.soundsonline.com/ministry-of-rock-2 format: soundbank quality: 24 bit 44.1 khz stereo description : ministry of rock 2 was created with one goal in mind: to create a virtual (software) instrument capable of playing sounds that could actually create a hit record or film score without any live drums,
bass or guitar overdubs. the articulations and effects included in the massivesound drum library were recorded by a real drummer in a real studio over a span of several months. these drummers recorded each individual track for an entire song, to the minute. this level of detail includes more than 170 samples of drums from all over
the world, meticulously recorded in stereo and 24 bit. publisher: east west website: soundsonline.com/moog-sound-set format: soundbank quality: 24 bit 44.1 khz stereo description: the moog sound set is the most comprehensive collection of moog synth patches for any software synthesizer on the market. with this massive
collection of analog and digital patches from every era of moog synthesis, the moog sound set can give you a taste of everything that the moog has to offer in one breathtaking collection. whatever you are looking for, the moog read more publisher: east west website: www.soundsonline.com/orchestra format: soundbank quality: 24
bit 44.1 khz stereo description: sound on sound is proud to present orchestra, the most powerful orchestral virtual instrument ever created. this is a truly orchestral collection of extraordinary instruments and samples. this library includes strings, woodwinds, brass, percussion, strings, human vocals and a breath-taking collection of
sound effects. with the orchestra product, you can make any read more
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East West Vst Torrent

this is the first version of the archive. it contains all of the tools which were released on the website in the past. reason: unpacking from image. please everyone download the torrent and join the distribution! description: this is the first version of the archive. please everyone download the torrent and join the distribution! this is the
first version of the archive. it contains all of the tools which were released on the website in the past. reason: unpacking from image. please everyone download the torrent and join the distribution! hollywood strings comes loaded with hundreds of high-quality samples, including instruments, vocals, and sound effects, so you have a
huge sound library to choose from. all the samples are recorded by eastwest's in-house session players, and they are given to you 100% royalty free, so you can use them for any purpose you like. plus, as you work your way through the interface, you will get instant access to the sample editor, where you can adjust the volumes of
your samples and automate them using the effects tool. you also get access to the effects tool, where you can fine tune the samples to create subtle nuances, and enhance the level of detail and presence you want. there's no limit on the number of samples you can use. you can mix and match sounds from the standard library with
sounds from the custom play interface for endless creative possibilities. eastwest hollywood strings features a fully-customizable interface and an industry-leading 64-bit sample engine that lets you load multiple instruments, allowing you to easily create custom split and layered setups that make it effortless to perform with multiple

instruments and entire instrument sections. all the samples are recorded by eastwest's in-house session players, and they are given to you 100% royalty free, so you can use them for any purpose you like. plus, as you work your way through the interface, you will get instant access to the sample editor, where you can adjust the
volumes of your samples and automate them using the effects tool. you also get access to the effects tool, where you can fine tune the samples to create subtle nuances, and enhance the level of detail and presence you want. there's no limit on the number of samples you can use. you can mix and match sounds from the standard

library with sounds from the custom play interface for endless creative possibilities. hollywood strings includes over 400 sounds, including instruments, vocals, and sound effects. 5ec8ef588b
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